
OUR ACTIVITIES & WORKS
Fedora Marrocchella – Antonina Stallone – Raffaele Mercuri

«Integrating Creativity and Innovation into Teaching»

Barcino School – Barcelona 4th – 8th March 2019



TASK 1: Describe yourself as a fruit

«If you were a fruit what would you
be? Please specify why»



Starting Tip: Giuseppe Arcimboldo, painter



Raffaele: an orange

Nina: half an orange, half a strawberry

Fedora: a mango



TASK 2: Creativity with Shadows

«Draw at least three pictures using the 
shadow technique»



Starting Tip: the ICI Triangle

IMAGINATION

CREATIVITY                                                  INNOVATION                



PICTURE 1: A glass wine turns into a rose



PICTURE 2: A plastic bottle turns into a gear wheel



PICTURE 3: A Muffin turns into an Artichoke



PICTURE 4: Two plastic Cups turn into a Jellyfish



TASK 3: Describe yourself through a song

«What’s the soundtrack of your life? Please 
specify why» 



Raffaele: U2 “I still haven't found what I'm 
looking for”

Nina: Fool's Garden «Lemon Tree»

Fedora: Queen «Bohemian Rhapsody»



Task 4: Creativity with Lines & Dots

«Go 
outside, take photos of lines & dots, make 

a composition with all of them»



Starting Tip: the four elements of Visual 
Language

Lines & Dots

Colors                                                  Lights

Composition



«The Music of Nature» by Raffaele, Aisling and Yvonne



«Carpe Diem» by Nina, Fedora and Majella



Task 5: Creativity as an artwork

«Create your own artwork that represents you
during the week spent in Barcelona. Use the 

materials in front of you. Make a unique
composition with all artworks»



«The Life Circle»
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